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RETIRE
When a member wants to retire is
clearly a personal decision. However,
you can help by educating them about
what they will get from the state pension
and when, as well as from your scheme.  
The best schemes allow members to
picture their future self and to consider
what outgoings they might have in
retirement. This allows a considered
decision about when they might be able
to afford to retire comfortably.
SPEND
Whether a member is better off with
cash, an annuity or income drawdown
will depend on personal circumstances.  
The scheme needs to educate them
about the options available, allowing
them to explore areas including tax,
inflation, their risk tolerance and
whether they need benefits for a
dependant. The best tools allow side-byside comparison of annuities (including
reflecting their health conditions) with
income drawdown. However, once
the member has decided on the shape
of the retirement income they want,
they often still need help. Schemes can
assist by negotiating bulk deals with
an independent financial adviser or an
income drawdown provider.
So focus your communications strategy
– and the precious interest of your
members – on the decisions where their
input will have the biggest impact. For
example what they PAY in, when they
want to RETIRE and how they want to
SPEND their retirement savings.
For a copy of Aon’s latest DC Scheme
Survey visit aon.com/dcpensionsuk
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